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Why the Talent Shortage
One of the biggest changes the labour market has experienced in the past 40 years is retention expectation. In
this time markets have changed dramatically. Forty years ago, an employee could confidently expect joining a
company was for the long term with only economic cycles causing a risk to job security. As experience in the
business grew, so did opportunities for promotion. It was typical for a person to get to retirement only having
to take their skills to market two or three times over a lifetime. Of course, Jigsaw are referring to the 70’s and
80’s. With the rise of the internet and other technologies which started in the 90’s through to a modern
interpretation of globalisation (NAFTA) that also took shape at this time, a dramatic change took place. A job
was no longer necessarily for the long term (10 years +). As we view the market today, job volatility has never
been higher for both employers and employees. Aside from recessions which occur at least every 5 – 10 years
there is also increased threats from global integration, outsourcing, off-shoring, flexible workforce trends,
automation, digital market place technologies and now a new threat, the EV revolution, which will further
increase volatility across the labour market as can be seen in the US with the closure of the Keystone gas
pipeline . This unpredictably re both job security for employees and employee retention for employers is
playing out over a backdrop of ever increasing personal and corporate liability (debts and threats). This is bad
enough in itself, yet we have a global landscape where governments can lockdown both its people and
businesses at the drop of a hat or should we say sneeze. This new government power on the back of Covid-19
has put a huge strain on small businesses and even large-scale enterprises linked to tourism, consulting, and
hospitality.
Many jobs have been exported to emerging markets (export of inflation) to serve increased profits by avoiding
western regulation and currency strength (import deflation). Now the remaining roles that sit in head offices
are under threat via local skill shortages. This domestic skill shortage is due to a number of factors that include
a failing education system that prioritizes immigrants for increased profits, increased reliance on global head
office direction driving turnkey strategies that complement the most profitable markets, and a lack of
succession planning caused by ever flatter organisational structures as a result. This trend does have a silver
lining for employees in highly skilled/technical professions. Back in the 90’s and into the late 2000’s, the power
was mostly with the employers who were driving the large redundancies by moving operations off-shore or
driving business efficiencies led by ever increasing process maturity enabled by technology. We are by no
means at an end point of this trend, as technology and business efficiency are constantly advancing. Jigsaw
have reported previously, technology is highly deflationary unless this frees up capital and labour for further
expansion/innovation. Compounding this is the M&A scene where bigger businesses acquire smaller
businesses and integrate them for improved operational efficiency, which usually means further reduction of
skilled white-collar employees. Over the past 20 years, markets have adjusted to this contraction of demand
for technical and transactional labour that is easily off shored/outsourced or in abundance due to
consolidation. Developed countries have replaced their skilled production roles with a gig, fitness and service
based labour force. For the skilled white-collar workers who find themselves redundant, the public sectors
ever increasing expansion has acted as a vacuum for this talent surplus, keeping unemployment down and
suppressing wage growth. This expansion of government has also increased the cost of doing business for the
private sector.
Over time, these macro changes to the skill sets across the labour force in developed markets create a skill
shortage of experienced commercially focused white-collar workers when there is a change of circumstance.
When demand spikes for these skills due to macro or micro changes in the domestic economy, businesses are
left wanting. This balances out the power between employer and employee. Although the balance of power is
becoming symmetrical, it does not solve the problem for the domestic economy. Businesses across the private
sector compete for the finite skills that are left in the market, resulting in one businesses gain being another
businesses loss. An example of a macro change impacting a business’s growth and value proposition can be
witnessed in the professional services sector. Many global consulting firms have grown utilising an efficient
global pool of talent that is fluid and mobile or plan and position headcount expansion re predictable pipeline
growth. This has allowed them to better balance opex costs to meet market demand (labour S&OP) by
employing less overall headcount and position the global labour pool to where it is required. Travel restrictions
due to the covid-19 pandemic have disrupted this model of fluid resources. Many firms are struggling to meet

market demand to either deliver projects or pitch for projects and are now attempting to poach talent from
their competitors as it is the only pool of skilled resources available. As well as a skill shortage there is also a
demand shortage of attractive projects for large firms. As a business increases in scale it needs to create more
turnover to cover its ever-expanding cost base. This results in it requiring high value deals in dollar terms to
make projects economically viable to service.
Global consulting firms for instance cannot service achieved growth or expansion if the national economy is
full of small to medium private sector businesses that have small projects of low value. If a country shrinks the
size of the private sector primary economy the only outcome is a shrinking of the (secondary) service sectors
that feed off it. In the past, this shrinkage is disguised across many metrics with an ever-increasing expansion
of government agencies to compensate, keeping the unemployment figure down. As the economy has steadily
morphed from tangible production to a service, gig-based economy supported by an inflated public sector, it
means the only scalable high dollar value projects are mostly in the public sector. If global consultancy firms
are only engaging mainly with public sector for high value transformations and advisory, then these secondary
economies are being funded by a sector that is solely reliant on the tax receipts of a shrinking private sector
economy and funded by ever increasing debt and taxes.
This will cause the professional service sector to fragment. As Partners and Directors come under greater
pressure to win commercially viable deals, many will leave the heavily political and costly large firms and set
up smaller practices that can service a domestic marketplace of smaller projects with less dollar value. This
enables them to still run a profitable business with the upside of capital gains (future sale) should market
conditions change in the distant future and achieve bonuses (income) that they could not have claimed in a
global operation with large opex commitments. This sector fragmentation is healthy, if disruptive, and will
allow small and mid-cap market players to engage with highly experienced consultants at far cheaper day rates
than previous.

What is a Primary and Secondary Economy?
Jigsaw have referenced Primary and Secondary economies, so it may be worth exploring these definitions
further. The hard reality is services are mostly a secondary economy that is dependent on a primary economy.
A primary economy is one that is private sector, produces tangible goods that are critical to society’s needs.
Such sectors would include agriculture, food production, healthcare, education, mining, construction,
transport, manufacturing, and energy operations. These sectors are critical as they drive the supply of food,
materials, energy, shelter, and transport for the public. Without them we would not be able to light our
homes, commute, eat etc. They are sectors in which any country should be self-sufficient. If they are not, it is a
risk to its sovereignty and can make it weaker to other aggressive nations who may withhold imports to place
economic stresses on a nation. Service based economies exist secondary to these foundation sectors. People
can live without fitness trainers, restaurants, software providers, career coaches and the latest gadgets etc. It
seems like madness that many developed countries have now stripped their primary economies in favour of
these secondary economies, to drive deflation, avoid regulation and increase profits. This short-term thinking
is now starting to impact the primary economy. What is more of a concern is the secondary economy has
experienced a 40-year deflation because of this domestic stripping whilst the primary economy has continued
to inflate. Without doubt, a phone, music system or television has come down in price, increased in quality
and has more gadgets than a James Bond pen, yet things that we really need to enjoy a healthy life such as
fresh produce, healthcare, shelter and education are sky rocketing in price. This is the con of the CPI index and
shrinkflation. The basket of goods measured is purposely weighted to hide the true cost of living for the lower
and middle classes.
With the US and other developed nations seeking to transform their economies from fossil fuel dependency to
green energy and global trade continuing to come under the spotlight via geopolitical tensions, it seems a
juggling act is upon us. Somehow, developed economies need to transform their infrastructure and energy
sources amongst a backdrop of global debt exceeding $250 trillion. The raw material required has had so little
capex investment over the past decade there is not enough inventory to service global demand for the
commodities needed for the new world of electrical infrastructure. In combination with these factors, the
purchasing power of all fiat currencies is equivalent to monopoly money and every country is essentially
bankrupt. To fund these economic changes, it seems more money creation will be required from countries
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who are running ever increasing trade deficits, in turn having to rely on debt, further de-valuing currencies,
creating inflation. The result of these economic transformations, if they are in anyway successfully
implemented, will be a world that is far more expensive, far more indebted and supported by an economy that
is far less efficient. It will not have the energy richness of the past to spur productive growth. People will have
to re programme their desires and disregard what they take for granted today. Western populations will live a
far more frugal existence. Holidays, vehicles, and high-quality fresh food will be only for the rich. Forces of
higher tax, inflation and high levels of unemployment will ensure our children and their children will
experience far less consumption. The only situation that can change this fate is a currency re-set that revalue
the fiat system and its purchasing power to decrease inflation or pivot from this EV revolution which is only in
play to benefit the ultra-wealthy.
It is also worth acknowledging that as the developed nations experience this deflationary change, the
emerging markets will be experiencing the opposite. At present, the US dollar has stayed between 89 – 95 on
the DXY. This is mostly due to the weakness of other fiat currencies around the world holding the dollar up.
Whether this trend plays out over time further is unknown, but it is likely the dollar will drop more rapidly if it
gets below 80 on the DXY. As the US continues to create ever more debt to service its ever-growing appetite
for spending with complete disregard for debts and inflation threats, other nations may select to trade in gold,
or a gold backed digital currency. If the US dollar does weaken it presents huge opportunities to poorer
nations who have been pegged to the US dollar or dancing with it for trade purposes, as their exports to the
US will yield more US dollars enabling them to pay off debts and enhance their imports.

Procurement. A Revision
For our June report Jigsaw wanted to revise procurement’s function within a business and put our money
where our mouth is so to speak re what we believe procurement needs to do for improved internal traction
with its customers and as a result move out of the current cycle of construct and deconstruct. There are simply
too many candidates now in the Australian marketplace with greenfield and transformational experience. If
these transformations were successful (80% are not) then this would be a good thing. As Jigsaw are at the coal
face re market demands and needs what we witness is procurement fatigue and this fatigue stems across both
clients and candidates. What is truly amusing is the lack of structural change across the business community to
evolving how procurement operates in the business outside of technology.
Only last week did we witness the same question posed on LinkedIn in a procurement forum. The topic was
“Does procurement need structural change”? and we at Jigsaw felt this report was perfectly timed.
As with all our articles, Jigsaw are happy to debate our content. If you agree or disagree it does not matter.
What matters is the issue is being raised and if it goes anyway towards changing the function for the better,
then that is the goal. As our regular audience will likely know, we always attempt to take on the issues and
position opinion. Sitting on fences gets us nowhere. We hope you enjoy the article and in some small way it
adds value to how you think about procurement and its positioning within a business.
Procurement. If there is a role within the corporate structure that baffles, it must be this. When Jigsaw hires a
new consultant, we literally spend hours helping them understand this function. On the surface it seems
simple. Businesses need to acquire goods and services to operate. These goods can be based on operations to
run the business or direct materials/finished goods to sell onto the customers. To be a viable business, it is
critical that inputs are cheaper than outputs by a margin that covers the cost of taxes, debts and other
expenses whilst still allowing a surplus of cash which are net profits. The sales/account management function
typically take care of outputs and sustainable revenue generation whilst procurement teams take care of
inputs and their sustainable supply and cost reduction. Simple enough so far.
The tricky bit is procurement does not need to be in place and neither does it need to be executed well for a
business to acquire a good or service. Any stakeholder with a budget allocated in a business, in theory, can
pick up a phone or meet a supplier and order a good or service. This is not the case with sales. A business
without a dedicated sales/account team will not make a sale without dedicated pro-active action. It has always
been easier to buy than to sell, as all people are consumers, we naturally feel comfortable buying. With this in

mind, we must conclude that for procurement to achieve a complex and tactical input, it must sell itself
internally to remove the forces of reactive spending internally. Sales has high value because no other internal
stakeholder outside the dedicated function can or will sell the businesses product or service. Procurement only
has high value if it can present enough value internally to prevent stakeholders doing what they believe is their
right to do, which is procure.
So, procurement exists in any business and even without dedicated resources being attributed to the function.
It’s a fact that a business can be successful if it has a great product or service it can sell at a margin over its cost
base, even without knowing what procurement is. So, this leads us onto transactional procurement vs
strategic procurement. If procurement is being executed by the stakeholders within the business that are not
professionally trained/experienced procurement professionals, then this is likely transactional, high risk and
not optimum in terms of supplier leverage. If a business has allocated a budget to a dedicated procurement
team, it is more common than not the function has a desire to be tactical and may even label itself strategic. If
this investment has been made it is critical for procurement's internal branding and sustainable existence that
the function can achieve not just improved efficiencies than that the fragmented stakeholders themselves can
achieve re costs, but also achieve enough of a cost benefit to off-set the cost of the new function itself.

Transactional, Tactical, Strategic – What is the difference
Over the years, Jigsaw has had literally thousands of discussions with procurement professionals who are keen
to move into a strategic role. Over the past 15 years the biggest technical issue with a typical procurement role
is its lack of strategic engagement with the business. So, what is strategic engagement and what is a business
strategy? Let’s say we are about to fight a war. The strategy is why are we going to war, the when and how? Is
it for land, resources, distribution routes etc.? The Why is the overarching strategy. How we engage the war is
a shorter-term strategy that would need to be agile, as we do not control the opposition's reactions. Both the
long- and short-term strategies are authorised by the countries leaders who control the budget and the
military. If the country was a company, it would be the Board. Then, once war is initiated, tactics come into
play. This would involve the placement of tanks, ships, and fighter jets across the plain of engagement. These
decisions are likely decided by middle layers of the government and military who have deep experience of
operational excellence. Then we have the inventory. The land soldiers, the fighter pilots, the ship captains who
are operating the machinery, pulling the triggers, and firing the missiles. This would be the transactional
elements.
If we look at a typical business structure, we can see a similar framework of decision making. Let’s say a
business has a strategy that is M&A based. The company wants to acquire a new company to remove a
competitor, integrate their offering or enter new markets. This strategy and it’s Why typically is manifested
and decided upon by the Board or the C suite with a variable dependent on the size and scale of a company
and the complexity of the markets it operates in. The execution (tactics) of this strategy are then filtered down
to the businesses upper and middle layers. In such an example, procurement would be tasked with looking at
synergies across the supply base to further reduce costs, integrate systems, policies and ideally optimise head
count within the department. Procurement did not drive the decision of acquisition but assisted the strategy
with tactics to make the acquisition achieve the desired advantages. Once the acquisition is complete, new
contracts are in place or revised and systems are integrated, the ordering of goods and services and
maintaining governance daily are the transactions that realise the value.
So, procurement is a tactical function that supports the business. The reality is, most people in the modern-day
work force do not participate in strategy, they participate in tactics. If you want to be in a strategic function,
you will have to become a C-level executive, set up your own business or join a Board. Identifying this reality
and accepting it is critical to having a successful career in procurement. Over the years Jigsaw have seen many
CPOs fail because they would not accept that procurement is tactical and exists to support the tactics of other
internal stakeholders and strategies of the P&L owners. This denial has caused them to disconnect
procurement value from the business and create a function that is at odds with the rest of the business. The
simple truth is, to be strategic you need two things. Control of all the moving parts within the
organisation/division and the budget. The C-suite have both. They can coordinate all the operations within the
business to work together to achieve a goal in addition to controlling the total budget. Like a music conductor
who coordinates every person and instrument to play the perfect symphony. Nothing resembling a symphony
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will be executed if you are only in charge of flutes, have no budget to buy other instruments and the rest of
the band are not obliged to take your direction.
The strategic part of procurement is the setting up of the function itself. This makes a difference to the success
or failure of the function and procurement importantly can control it, as it has an initial budget allocated by
the CFO (by example) to execute it.
Breakdown of typical functions and their labelling across Strategy, Tactical and Transactional
Strategic
CPO sits on the Board or at least has Board presence. Chief means C-Suite (Not Head of or General
Management). No Service, Material, Commodity or Capital can be engaged without sign-off of the CPO. CPO
has absolute insight and input to the WHY and HOW decision making. Providing input to Macro economic
factors and Micro economic factors re suppliers and business targets.
CPO sets up the procurement framework considering the structure of the business, its offering, its appetite for
change, its revenues, costs, future costs and how the costs are allocated across materials, services and capex.
CPO will put in play the team who will drive processes, systems, technology, and tactical execution of
procurement workstreams.
Tactical
Head of Procurement, GM of Procurement, Procurement Director – Reports to the CFO, COO as example. Role
is below C-Suite and exists to execute operations in reaction to C Suite/Board Strategy or drive BAU.
Procurement is not mandated, and the function exists to internally influence stakeholders at C-Suite level who
are peers of upstream report line.
Portfolio Manager, Category Manager – Reports to GM, Director or Head of Procurement – Role exists to
internally sell the value of procurement collaboration to stakeholders who are about to engage 3rd parties, via
depth of market knowledge re suppliers and economy to increase the value of the total engagement factoring
in demand, price, cost and risk, quality and service levels.
Transactional
Vendor/Contract Manager/Tender Management – Reports/Supports/integrated with Category Management –
Role exists to ensure contract terms are adhered to both with internal usage via stakeholders and external
delivery of service, material for suppliers etc across KPI’s, SLA’s with an ongoing measurement of compliance
and value creation above and beyond contract.

Procurement Structure – Centralised, De-Centralised or Centre-Led
There are 3 main procurement models that can be implemented within a business. Each of these models have
advantages and disadvantages depending on the structure of an operation. Which option a CPO chooses
depends on the type of business and its complexity (Brands, P&L’s). Typically, businesses with multiple P&Ls
and brands do best with de-centralised or centre led. A business with a single P&L or single brand and offering
can do well with centralised, even though centre-led is preferred and now more common. The biggest issue
with procurement models is the emphasis on how the departments resources are split up across functions.
Not enough emphasis is placed on who is the upstream sponsors of the portfolios. Simply put, there is not
enough emphasis on the good or service being acquired in relation to how it impacts business output. Most
procurement functions fall under the sponsorship of the CFO/Finance Department. The question is why? It is
likely because the function has been developed from the bottom up rather than top down. It has been
technically developed from purchase ledger and materials scheduling (finance related function) into long term
contracts etc to where we are today re category management. Like any function that is built from the bottom
up, it becomes in-effective and bloated with more and more function and accountability bolted on over time.
This would not be the case if procurement was developed from a top down/output mindset.
When a stone statue is created, a large stone is chipped at to create the streamlined shape. The end sculpture
is considerably smaller than the initial block of stone.

Anyway, we are where we are. No matter what the model, more important is the sponsor of the portfolios, as
getting this right creates one master for the outcome. If portfolios of spend are non-critical and opex related
they should ideally come under the umbrella of finance. The value is a reduction in the P&L’s bottom line
(operating profit). If they are critical and in-direct (think high value/customer interface technology) then the
CIO should be the sponsor, as the value will be optimised business performance, innovation, and increased
revenues from new customers. If the portfolio is critical and direct then the sponsor should ideally be the COO
or Head of Supply Chain with the value being increased sales, sales retention, supply risk, material quality and
innovation. Jigsaw have stated the obvious many times, procuring is not a central function and will exist
whether a dedicated department is established or not. The centralisation of procurement into a function no
matter if it is centre led or centralised creates too many masters with too many drivers. The function ends up
in an overly complex mess. Procurement practitioners end up trying to deliver a price down agenda to the CFO
whilst other stakeholders request deals that incorporate alternative criteria. This places procurement in an
environment that breaks trust with the business and deteriorates the brand as it attempts to sell internal
partnering and value creation on the surface yet just under the surface ripples it is tasked with demand
contraction and cost cutting. Let’s revise the 3 typical models.
Centre-Led
A centre-led model of procurement typically places policy, governance and cost focused categories in a central
head office which is close to the central business stakeholders and decision makers. Procurement initiatives
that are P&L or Stakeholder specific (high emotion) or fail to be aggregated to gain the benefit of scale fall
outside of this central authority. Key to its success is the allowance of customised procurement approaches
owned by the individual business units that are anchored to a central governance, data capture and policy
control. Centre led in theory creates the best of both de-centralised and centralised models and can be
implemented in any business. It is particularly beneficial for businesses with complex offerings and multiple
P&L’s.
Centralised
The centralised model of procurement is a structure where all procurement goes through a single, central
function and has many commercial advantages over the decentralised model, at least on paper. First of all,
unlike the decentralised model, it allows corporate spend to be fully leveraged across the enterprise and it
assists in the implementation of standardised sourcing processes through the organisation. Worth noting,
centre led often does the same which almost makes centralised obsolete. The inherent economies of scale
allow the organisation to wield the full power of its spend, enhance operational efficiencies and improve
knowledge sharing in the function itself and attain more discipline of best practice execution. Again, on paper
only. However, it does have disadvantages. Often the extensive knowledge of individuals based in local supply
markets who understand the consumption patterns of the local market, as in the decentralised structure, is
lost, which often results in sub-optimal procurement for many regions/P&L’s. The risk of maverick buying also
increases when geographically dispersed site managers or P&L owners do not agree with central policy, which
can in turn impact local supply, quality, or reaction times. This is by far the worst model in the real world as it
disregards vertical customer alignment and portfolio contribution to business performance.
De-Centralised
A classic decentralised model of procurement, where each business, function or geographic unit is responsible
for its own procurement, has several advantages over the centralised model, and in the real world, could
deliver beyond that of centre led. It empowers individual business units with autonomy and control over their
process and design decisions and improves their overall satisfaction to their stakeholders. It allows for a
quicker sourcing process and issue resolution allowing the organisation to take advantage of expertise in the
local market. However, it has several significant disadvantages. It does not allow the full corporate spend to be
leveraged or business unit objectives to be aligned with the objectives of the organisation as a whole. In
addition, there is usually little coordination or information sharing between divisions, best practices are
generally not shared, and supply costs and performance are uneven across the enterprise. Furthermore,
operating costs are often quite high in the decentralised model compared with the other two structures, again
on paper modelling of expected performance. The decentralised model tends to only exist where businesses
see the acquisition of goods and services as a very low priority, have not realised the power of leveraging
amalgamated spend across their business or they feel that aligning procurement to a central function will have
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zero traction across the group with minimal value created. Decentralised models are usually found in a group
structure that operates under separate brands and with separate executive teams.
Model Summary
As controversial as it may sound, none of these models work particularly well if true category management is
to be achieved. All these models identified still cannot help but create some form of centralisation. In Centre
led, you often have a CPO in head office who’s role is to convince the other heads of procurement across the
P&L’s to join forces on category strategies and sourcing events to increase buying power and savings. As most
of the CEO’s in each P&L are competing or indifferent to other P&L’s activities, the results from such a model
are often poor or non-existent. You would have greater traction consolidating spend with companies that are
outside of the brand who have less buying power and who would love to benefit from such leverage.
Other centre led models have a central CPO with Directors in the P&L’s reporting in to optimise influence etc.
Still this often fails as the procurement teams in the P&L’s are still centrally located and have a them and we
relationship with the stakeholders in their dedicated vertical. Centralised is a nonstarter as it destroys
procurement value via central master and command and decentralised is costly, in-efficient, and very poor for
overall value capture. Arguably, decentralised could benefit an individual P&L if its appointments in
procurement were of very high calibre and could engage on stakeholder strategies that increase revenues.
So, all are flawed. Even so, there may be many success stories and CPO’s may be shaking their heads reading
this analysis thinking, this is not our truth, we have delivered excellent value. Maybe so.
The question is though, are you really executing category management or is the value coming from simple
levers like aggregation. Is the value reactive or pro-active? How much involvement does your procurement
team really have in modelling market strategies that create 360 value?

Breaking Down Spend – Direct or In-Direct
Greenfield departments often encounter a problem re allocating procurement resources correctly to the
portfolios of spend which in turn are under the budget of key stakeholders outside of procurement. The
number of resources required and the complexity of both spend and stakeholder engagement strategies will
vary considerably on the size of the business. In addition to this, the new procurement function also must
decide how aggressive the procurement function is going to be in attempting to gain traction with
stakeholders to achieve desired outcomes for the upstream report line. A balance is required to ensure key
people and frameworks are in play so that credible engagement and value creation can be achieved for
stakeholders who are either pushed or pulled into engagement with procurement teams. Although this sounds
logical, the execution is typically challenging. Like any sales function that promises to deliver an outcome for
its customers, procurement has to ensure the face of the brand is both engaging and of high technical
capability coupled with processes and systems that are in play to support this seamless value creation so
repeat engagement is the outcome and ongoing value is created.
Key to achieving the right engagement with stakeholders and implementing a genuine category management
function is to understand how the spend of the business impacts the business. Typical thinking by many
procurement leaders is that spend is broken down into two categories, which is in-direct and direct.
In-direct spend is usually qualified as any category that does not touch the end customer and direct spend are
categories that do touch the end customer. For example, the category of travel would be indirect whereas
packaging would be direct. The issue is, do these two labels of in-direct and direct adequately allow
procurement functions to allocate and engage the business in line with the objective of its customers?
The spend being categorised across two labels re internal vs external exposure is its disconnect with how
procurement ties in to a company’s commercial objectives. Any business strategy in the private sector has to
achieve one objective above all else. Increased profit.
For a business to achieve sustained value to shareholders it is a real advantage if competing enterprises can be
kept from infringing on market share. This is called “Barrier to Entry” and is something all successful
companies have achieved and new companies want to take away. An example of barrier to entry is where a
business has a product or service that has customer loyalty. This loyalty is ingrained in both the consumers
buying patterns and behaviours. Many businesses have achieved this via taste, smell, feel, branding, price or
quality. The barrier is heavily dependent on the market the product or service is competing in. The advantage
of barrier to entry is not just the market share that is achieved and sustained but also the ability for the

business to leverage the unquestioning loyalty of customers even when prices are raised due to inflation or
increased demand for the service or product.
This trait makes it particularly hard for new competing businesses to infringe on the space as typically price is
the key lever to change consumer pattern if this brand loyalty is not achieved.
So if we now view procurement’s breakdown of spend and categories, we have two more labels that should be
considered in addition to direct and in-direct. These are critical and non-critical. For a CPO who is transforming
from a transactional to tactical procurement function it would prove a key advantage to identify which cost
inputs support a company’s barrier to entry. At which point through the category arc do they transition to
being non-critical to critical or from in-direct to direct as is the case for ICT in many businesses. Another way of
positioning it would be which cost inputs would the business not want to aggregate with a competitor as it
would place the business in a performance disadvantage or even cause it to lose market share. We know that
direct spend that touches the customer (goes into the finished products) via taste, feel, look or demand by
default fall into this direct and critical category. When we look at Opex spend it becomes nuanced and it is
arguably opex spend that procurement struggles with most to achieve ongoing and sustainable value to its
customers.
Example below of Spend Breakdown for a Financial Services Business.
Note (Category examples are just guides)
Below we use a broader labelling by thinking of categories in a matrix format. This way procurement
practitioners can categorise a service or product range in a way that gives greater understanding of how a
portfolio of spend could impact more than just the bottom line and enable greater traction with internal
customers who own the strategy and rights for procurement to play. The diagram below outlines category
complexity within a Finance business for example. Categories have varying degrees of business impact
throughout their arc of complexity, value and utility.
In the example below, labour along with ICT appears in multiple segments of the spend matrix. It shows the
different ways in which the category changes in value throughout the business and its utility and as such
should have a different method of value creation, report line, allocation of labour and methodology.
Categories that appear in the direct and critical segment are essential in relation to business performance,
revenue generation and innovation.
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Financial Services

Direct Critical

The key consideration is how categories can morph from In-direct and Non-critical to Direct and Critical. This
transition assumes it could be a mistake to appoint a single resource to drive a portfolio of spend. The
challenge, importance and complexity of a category will vary considerably under this umbrella identification.
The portfolio transition is obvious in the day to day operations, yet the procurement departments allocation of
resources often lacks the acknowledgement of this step change in category impact, creating frustration re the
internal customers and often placing the procurement practitioner in a highly reactive role or they are not
engaged at all.

Below is an example Arc of ICT Portolio

The example above highlights that not every section of a portfolio requires the same approach in terms of
procurement process and depth of spend knowledge. Procurement departments need layers/tiers of process
that are fit for purpose to the value, complexity and strategic relevance of the good or service being acquired.
This in itself can expedite the process of delivering solutions to the business, allow for the most experienced
resources to be allocated to the most critical projects and also allocate procurements budget to where the
business requires the most expertise and value creation. It makes sense for Low Value/Price Driven
goods/services to be under CFO’s drivers as reducing Opex cost is a key criteria to unlocking shareholder value.
For High Value/Strategic/Complex goods and services it makes sense for the portfolio to fall under the relevant
budget holder and their desired outcomes. A CIO in Financial Services seeking to procure customer interfacing
software for phones will be seeking shareholder value from increased revenue via new customer adoption and
innovation. The procurement professional assisting with this project should come with different skills,
processes and value proposition than the procurement professional procuring lap tops.
Using ICT as an example re categorisation, the question is, how do you appoint procurement resources to fulfil
portfolio complexity whilst keeping costs down? Internal demand for resources is cyclical. High value,
experienced category professionals may not be required all the time which means a business will not be
applying its capital efficiently to hire this experience and only utilise the expertise for 30% of the time. As well
as being a poor use of capital and labour allocation in the business, it is also a retention issue to have your
most experienced category managers filling in their down time driving admin for non-critical opex items
(tenders, sourcing and contract management).
The real solution is gaining a better understanding of what category management should be, which is a
function that creates value outside of systems, processes and policies and is a resource pool that only focuses
full time on one thing, empowering the business with knowledge to drive and enhance the strategies of the
business stakeholders. A deeper understanding would enable businesses to down grade the salaries of admin
tasks (transactional) which are currently painted as strategic (which they are not) and place more of the
budget towards true category capability enabling the function to free itself to execute operations that unlock
value to the business.

What is Category Management?
Category Management is the most misunderstood skill under the umbrella of procurement. If we are being
honest, for a bulk of businesses the procurement department has two value streams. For the CFO, it can
reduce the cost of doing business and for the wider stakeholders it can execute administration that they do
not want to get involved with. This will not change unless procurement can create a pull force from the
business. It is the target all procurement functions are working towards and yet most businesses no matter
how mature the procurement framework is, fail to get close to achieving. In this segment Jigsaw will look at
the component parts of Category Management and gain a deeper understanding as to why it is so hard to
execute and why businesses get it so wrong. There is a lot to go through here so bear with us.
The first thing businesses get wrong is attempting to run before they can crawl. Many businesses can save
themselves millions of dollars right now by understanding a simple point. You cannot build a category
management function from a greenfield set up within 18 months. Jigsaw have seen this error happen time and
time again. It typically stems from a CFO wanting to capture the benefits of procurement. Either the CFO has
come from a mature business which had a well invested procurement set up or they have been sold the
procurement dream by a professional services firm. Either way, they join a new business with no procurement
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function or one that is transactional purchasing and want to adopt the bells and whistles of Category
Management. A large budget is then allocated and a Head of Procurement is hired. The professional services
firm either hands over a power point (advisory services) which is essentially a how to manual or they stay
(Transformation) and drive the procurement transformation including systems, processes and involvement in
the appointments to deliver category management. The end result is the business is 2-3 years into the
transformation and very little value is being delivered, yet plenty of cost has been realised as the function
struggles to engage the business in turn causing retention issues. The cycle continues until the business either
gives up or accepts a heavily watered down version of the original blueprint. By this time vast amounts of
money has been spent on the consulting firm, the recruitment firm, the systems and salaries.
Another misuse of the term category management is when it is applied to project driven buisinesses such as
construction and mining. For category management to be most impactful there are key criteria it requires.
Ideally the portfolio is linear. It has past and future utility that is allows future probabilities to be forecasted.
Manufacturing businesses as an example have a history of procuring key raw materials for their products and
this is the reason some of the best examples of true category management exist across packaging and
ingredients portfolio’s. Another key criteria is a sophisticated supplier base. It helps if the business supplying
the business with the servicves or materials is as sophisticated re systems and processes as the buyer. It also
helps if the business has the same footprint and scale. Essentailly the portfoilio needs to be predictable to
some extent with change coming through innovation via the market and not the volatility of unsphistication,
poor management or other factors.
Projects that require a build that are outside of modular frameworks do not have these benefits. Past activity
is only relevant as it allows you to move forward with future activity, yet the future activity is not leveragable.
A project may need timber for frames yet tomorrow it will require glass for windows. As many construction
projects are customsied this leaves little room for catgeory strategy management. In fact the category strategy
is to not have one. The P&L owner is concerned with time and delivery and as many projects are cost plus it
can be adverse to even try and create savings. This is not to say there are not inputs and tactics that can
benefit project driven procurement, there are, and that would be a separate article. The crime is procurement
departments attempting to turnkey procurement processes and approaches across a busines that has a
complex mix of services, materials and project related spend.

Category Management to work

Category Management Fails

When a business is embarking on building procurement capability it makes sense to focus initially on
optimising the purchasing and tendering functions first. Capital is better utilised on advanced technologies,
systems and processes to streamline the transactional operations and demonstrate increased velocity of
tenders that can be churned through the business creating simple value to customers. Spend categorisation
can occur with time and efforts placed on fit for purpose documentation, nominal code alignment to goods,
services and departments and change management re process adoption. Data capture that can be leveraged
for tactical inputs is a key goal. 'Where have we been?' is key to assess 'where are we heading?' and a genuine
category capability to exist. Until these basics are achieved any capital thrown at Category Management is
wasted. Attempting such will devalue the brand of category management and set up the new team for failure
as already outlined.
As Jigsaw see it, the above definition of a watered down categorised tender operation is what many
businesses do today but label the sourcing and tendering function as category management. Which it is not.
This mis-labelling creates many issues and most are down to the investment costs of the function and the debranding of category management to both the broader procurement practitioners and the stakeholders.
Contract administrators who are transactional are paid tactical salaries (over paid) and tactical operators who
could drive category management are under paid or get bored managing transactional admin. Either way the
business is over paying for resources that are out of sync with procurements maturity, in turn increasing the
recruitment costs either by salary, churn or poor value creation internally. This unwanted churn through the
function creates culture issues and once it starts is hard to break.
So, to be very clear, Category Management is not breaking down your businesses total spend into categories
and then hiring a team of procurement professionals to run tenders. Yes, that is a form of categorisation
coupled with admin services, but it is not category management. Category Management has multiple
components that need to collaborate to make it possible and is impossible without engagement.
Component 1 – The Process
This would seem to be the easy part. It is the phases of procurement execution and they can be 5 step,
8 step etc.
Below are some examples of a Category Management Processes.
Example 1 Category Management

Example 2 Category Management

Over the past 18 years Jigsaw have received literally hundreds of examples of the Category Management
process with many looking like the above. There are variations but most are basically presenting the same
thing. It has not changed much over this time. So what is the problem?
The first problem is the process flow is so heavily inward focused. It indicates that procurements function is to
analyse the internal spend patterns and external markets to then develop a strategy. You could say the process
flow itself is entitled and presumptuous and fails to position procurement from the customers perspective.
As Jigsaw have already alluded to, procurement is a service function that offers tactics and transactional
support to its customers. Procurement does not own a budget except for its own expansion and contraction of
resources and systems. It is an internal sales function primarily. Jigsaw are aware that there are procurement
people now reading this thinking, but we engage the stakeholders and it is obviously collaborative, even if the
work flow does not emphasise it. The truth is, once stakeholders are involved in the real world this flow chart
becomes a lot more basic and a typical example is outlined below.
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Example 3 Real World Category Management

This real world experience of procurement professionals is the cause of frustration and the reason many
procurement functions never achieve true Category Management.
It becomes a label that is attached to box 1 – Category Segmentation and it ends there.
So, the question is, what should a Category Management flow chart look like? How can we reconcile
procurement professionals' expectation with business satisfaction etc.
Category Management Work Flow - Complex

Category Strategy Flow - Simiplified

In the example above Category Management capability is focussed on absolute value creation, innovation and
engagement supported by core procurement functions that can turn the collaborative strategy design into real
world reality. Like any well trained and experienced sales function, the focus is on a key understanding of what
value category management can bring to the table and ensuring category management has a seat at the table
to deliver business value via inputs. This is a non-event if the internal stakeholder does not engage (pull the
function in). To achieve this state of play means working pro-actively without internal request. It requires the
category lead to present important information (see Category Strategy Design). This model assumes that legal
take care of legal, finance takes care of transaction compliance, purchasing and internal policing are separate
ensuring Category Managers are freed up to execute their value.
This brings us on to Supplier Management. It is not a function procurement can execute. Procurement does
not own a relationship with the supplier unless the category is low value and opex driven. Take packaging for
example. Procurement can add extreme value to a category plan and is well placed to step in and be the bad
cop should an altercation arise throughout the contract life cycle. This allows the stakeholders who own the
day to day relationship a chance to stay out of the dispute and stay on speaking terms. Value is over estimated
in SRM and if there is a symbiotic value to be had throughout a contract life cycle it should be included in the
category design and delivered via contract management. If the category is strategic enough, it is a business to
business relationship with C-Level stakeholders and not one for procurement to interject unless specifically
requested to do so.
This does not hold true however if the spend is for travel, stationary or other shared service utility that is opex
and non-critical. As the intent is to reduce cost and demand for these non-core portfolios it makes sense that
procurement would manage these relationships to extract cost out of the engagement and an underlying
master/servant dynamic would play out. Again, the value would come from exploiting the supplier where
possible and ensuring the contract terms KPI’s and SLA’s are adhered to so that bottom line value is created.
Component 2 – Category Strategy Design
Category Strategies are nothing to do with Strategic Sourcing, Contract Management or Policy and
Governance. Category Strategy requires a high performing, highly commercial, highly engaging individual with
a deep understanding of the good, service or material to be acquired coupled with a deep knowledge of the
competition, suppliers, broader markets and innovations that will be happening in the portfolio with
consideration to how these changes could impact the business's future utilisation of a good or material. It is
the highest value component of the procurement function and is the only way, without a mandate, a
procurement function can flip from being push function to being pulled in to play by the business.
This is very different to establishing that the current spend for travel is $100m and running a tender to drive a
10% cost saving via managing a contract over 24 months ensuring SLA’s and KPI’s are adhered to.
Category Strategy Design

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
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Summary
Procurement has made light jumps in technology, systems, governance and processes. For many customers
and even practitioners of procurement, maybe there is too much that falls under the umbrella, yet this is only
a problem because the function is lacking both the investment and approach that can properly unlock the
value of all the moving parts. An adjustment would enable businesses to extract true commercial value out of
the function, reduce the overall cost of the function and flip the switch from reactive admin to pro-active
enablement of solutions for the customers.
A sound procurement model requires more empathy for portfolio inputs vs outputs, more training and
understanding of engagement principles and dedicated appointments that are allowed to spend time with
their heads up not down, pro-actively thinking, meeting the market, researching and predicting tomorrow.
Who is making what, who is buying who etc. Reconciling stakeholders wants, needs with commercial
governance, processes, policies was always going to be hard. As we keep stating, procurement exists as long as
a business exists, it does not need a dedicated function but can create huge shareholder value if a great
platform is created. This underlying reality means procurement has to be vastly superior in understanding
markets and commercial negotiation than the stakeholders within the business. A 7 step process, some fancy
technology and a tender document will not do this even though it has its place and value. The problem is, it is
not category management.
A centre led option is a solid foundation for efficiencies around policy, systems, governance, data collection
and leverage of spend, especially for non-critical opex. This low value but important spend should be
mandated and backed by the C suite for increased operating profit and shareholder return. No influence
should be required for how employees travel, what keyboard they use etc. If the stakeholder has a budget
(P&L) it does not mean they have the right to spend shareholder money as they please on the cost of doing
business. They do and should have a say in how they allocate capital to improving the business performance re
revenue generation, reduced risk etc.
A CPO should be appointed to then create a platform for high value engagement. Building a team of highly
skilled strategic thinkers who are pro-active, engaging, economically and commercially best of breed who can
sell value into the business over time. These category managers do not get involved in the mechanics of
sourcing, tenders etc and they understand they do not own a strategy but can add value to the stakeholders
strategy, even influencing it with depth of knowledge around markets, governments, fiscal policies of CB’s etc.
They are empowered and enabled by the CPO yet the demand for them and their intrinsic value is measured
by their own internal brand and capability resulting in the pull for services within the business and the
outcomes they can assist stakeholders achieve. They are project orientated, serving as and when the business
requires expertise. They are so in tune with future business demand, they understand where to research,
which suppliers to start meeting and which stakeholders to start building relationships with in advance. Value
is presenting to these internal targets frequently, without request. This value can be initially reactive,
empowering the sourcing team to run a process post deal etc. Key thing is, their brand is not attached to
executing this administrative work load as this would yield zero future value and make the category function
reactive. The category leads coordinate the resources of the sourcing team, they are not the sourcing team.
The category management function then expands, demonstrating value with insights and as a result creating
internal demand. When the business is pulling for more, then procurement expands, ensuring the business is
not over capitalising on resources and only expands when demand for this value is high.

Material of the Month - Plastic Fantastic
In future reports Jigsaw will break down the plastic complex and go into further detail on individual types of
plastic, how they are used and what the future materials can be used to replace them. For this month, we just
want to cover a high level overview of plastics as the topic is vast and Jigsaw’s report is long enough already.
Still awake?
Plastic. Is there a more abundant raw material? If you are a fan of nature programs and watch BBC World or
Nat Geo, it does not take long in front of the TV screen to see a dead turtle or bird that has come into contact
with some sort of plastic packaging and either got tangled or choked. We hear a lot of news on carbon
pollution in the mainstream media, governments and the heavily exploited child Greta Thunberg who has been
used to push countries away from fossil fuels. Plastic, unlike carbon emissions, has no ambiguity re its
environmental destruction. If we look at the raw statistics, it is pretty confronting. Plastic for example makes
up 12% of all solid waste on the planet. The bulk of plastic waste comes in the form of single use plastics like
bags, bottles and packaging. I am sure many parents reading this have attempted to unwrap a $10 toy and
found themselves breaking into a mild sweat as they swap their heavy duty scissors for garden shears. Truly,
the toy is intended to forever be played with inside the packaging.
Synthetic Plastic was invented in 1907 by Belgian American chemist Leo Baekeland. Prior to this, the world had
non-synthetic plastics such as celluloid (1855) and PVC (Circa 1850). The family of plastics include Polyethylene
Terephthalate (PETE), High Density Polyethylene (HDPE), Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC), Polypropylene (PP),
Polystyrene (PS) etc. The US and the UK are the biggest producers of plastic waste per head globally, with
waste per head being 105kg (US) and 99Kg (UK). China is the worlds largest producer of plastic which is
understandable as they now make everything for the West to consume. China produces up to 8 million metric
tonnes per month. So, we like plastic. In fact we like it so much demand is expected to increase over 30% over
the next 5 years. This means we will be adding to the already scary statistic of over 6.3 billion tonnes of the
stuff that has been produced since 1950 with only 600 million tonnes being recycled. Whilst we are scaring
ourselves we can also add that a single straw takes over 200 years to decompose, if it decomposes at all and
there is over 14 million tonnes of micro plastics on the sea floor (estimate).
Plastics are produced by natural organic materials that include fossil fuels, salt and cellulose etc. If it is made
from crude oil by example, the oil first has to be refined so that the hydrocarbon chains can be separated
(fractions) so that a key compound called naphtha can be extracted. Naphtha is a highly flammable liquid
hydrocarbon and is used in liquid fuels, solvents, cleaning fluids, asphalts, rubber and paint. It is not surprising
that the Petrochemical industry is one of the largest contributors to plastic pollution. There are two commonly
used methods for plastic production which are polymerisation and polycondensation. Polymerisation is a
process where very small molecules (monomers) are linked together to create a large chain structure called
polymer. It is the length of this chain that creates the properties such as elasticity, strength etc.
Polycondensation is used for producing a polymer by linking multiple molecules together to form long chains
which in turn release single substances such as water. This process is low cost and practical for reinforced
composites.
It is surprising that governments and companies invest so much time and money looking at our energy usage
in an attempt to tackle carbon emissions, in turn taking developed economies into the unknown re sustainable
heat, transport and production, yet the consumption and ever expanding waste of plastics seems to take a
back seat. Yes, steps are being taken, but at nowhere near the rate at which we are pushing the electric
agenda. A simple ban on single use plastics, straws and banning the import of plastic $10 toys would be a very
quick and simple solution to improve the situation and it would hardly disrupt our economy. Plastics, without
doubt are a more concerning health concern than carbon emissions. Without alienating ourselves here the
simple truth is the science is not clear on how carbon impacts our environment and to what extent human
activity impacts climate change. We have learnt through Covid-19 that media, governments etc often present
the facts incorrectly either by design or by fault. Either way, if you do your own research you will quickly
realise that many of the science journals re climate change are often funded by vested interests in driving the
EV agenda. It is also not lost on Jigsaw the elites are the key beneficiaries of the EV revolution. This is not to
say that fossil fuels are good and that the carbon hysteria is wrong. What Jigsaw are saying is we need to
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constantly question what information is being presented to us as many leading scientists who do not get
pushed by the mainstream media simply disagree with the narrative re carbon.
No scientist would disagree that plastics are detrimental to our individual health and that of the environment.
Not one. The facts are not woolly, there is zero debate. We are at a point where the supply of plastic is
outpacing societies ability to deal with them. To be blunt, we have never dealt with them. Microplastics are
being ingested at record levels. The elements break down the plastic waste into ever smaller particles entering
our drinking water and being inhaled as we breathe. If you spend 90% of your time at home the exposure is
worse (Melbourne Government take note). House hold dust particles can be up to 39% microplastics and the
impacts to the body are possibly carcinogenic. Children are most exposed to inhaling microplastics. They have
a higher breathing rate and smaller body mass than adults in addition to having far more contact with
householde surfaces like floors and bench tops. They also are constantly sucking their fingers. The amount of
plastic that can enter a child’s body over the course of a year would equal the size of a frozen pea. Scary stuff.
It is a daunting task to change many of our technologies to better serve our environment and health. Which
ones we tackle and how these changes will impact our lives is likely taking up many ours of world leaders time.
No doubt, many plastics will take time to replace as they are essential components to many of our products
that have a wider benefit to economies, yet many really are just absolute rubbish that have no inherent value
to the way we live and it is truly baffling that larger measures are not being taken to eradicate them.

